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First, flick through the titles of some Alessandro Balteo-

Yazbeck works. Let them sink in. Israeli Nuclear Arsenal (2004–13). Modern 

Entanglements, U.S. Interventions (2006–09). Cultural Diplomacy: An Art We 

Neglect (2007–13). The Last Oil Barrel (a work conceived but which, its value 

dependent on future oil prices, can never be activated). Electoral Autocracy 

(2012–16). Homeland’s Agenda (2016). Instrumentalized (2017). Next, 

consider his sites of predilection. Propaganda. The Cold War (which, for 

him, hasn’t really ended – it’s just experiencing a lull). The uncomfortable 

bedfellows of international oil and modern art. The atomic bomb. Mass 

media and manufacturing consent. The global politics of economics and 

war. Hidden (or not so hidden) agendas. 

During his career, Balteo-Yazbeck, who trained as a sculptor, has 

intertwined the history of conceptual art and the politics of nuclear 

armament (Israeli Nuclear Arsenal). He has illustrated how American 

somewhat self-defeating, foregrounding a paralysis of making ‘political’ art 

without falling into the trap of being instrumentalized. 

His strategy in all of this is fairly straightforward: he hides. His hand is 

hidden behind the wall-bound voice-of-authority timelines and didactic 

panels that comprise his works, in a crafty step-back-and-let-the-facts-

speak-for-themselves gesture. He retreats into appropriation, reactivating 

and cunningly tinkering with the archive. The artist disappears into the 

warren of art historical references and the modernist canon. Didacticism 

itself is a vanishing act. 

His show Instrumentalized at Dubai’s Green Art Gallery (20 January– 

1 March 2018) displayed this approach through two bodies of work. 

Chronoscope 1952–1953, 11pm (2012–17) is a collage of footage from the 

eponymous 1950s Longines-sponsored American current affairs television 

programme, and originally consisted of 15-minute interviews by two 

journalists with a lone authority on a given topic – the Korean War, the 

Israeli-Palestinian crisis, the nuclear bomb, human rights, colonialism and 

so on. “Normally, you would only see one point of view,” Balteo-Yazbeck 

explains. “But I edited it almost like a Cubist painting, so that we can see 

the same issue from several points of view.” 

Intentionally ‘staged’ through editorial sleight-of-hand, Balteo-Yazbeck’s 

Chronoscope presents a TV set full of interviewers probing their numerous 

opinionated guests, many of whom would never, in 1950s reality, have 

been invited into the same room. “My first intention with Chronoscope,” he 

continues, “was to show how highly choreographed it is, how it functions 

as a form of propaganda. The second was to highlight, in the present, 

just how unresolved the Cold War is.” Indeed, the issues debated are still 

smouldering today – tension in Korea, waning faith in the United Nations, 

concern over colonial powers and issues of self-governance, Middle 
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archivist, inhabits a myriad of roles in his work, and yet is largely 
unseen. Working in a range of different media to expose often 
provocative sociopolitical issues, he remains very much the 
hidden hand, as Kevin Jones discovered at the artist’s recent 
show at Green Art Gallery in Dubai.

sculptor Alexander Calder and his compliant mobile abstractions were 

wound up in a Cold War political agenda, cast in a narrative that glides 

from a Nelson Rockefeller-owned hotel in Caracas to the Tehran Museum of 

Contemporary Art, with oil and atom bombs erupting throughout (Cultural 

Diplomacy: An Art We Neglect). In his hands, even Charles and Ray Eames – 

the husband-and-wife darlings of American design from the 1950s to 1970s 

– are embroiled in nothing less than our teetering global financial system, 

taking the form of a fragile house of cards that depicts obsolete technology 

(Eames-Derivative).  

Venezuela-born Balteo-Yazbeck, who is of Lebanese-Italian heritage, 

is not an accusatory finger-pointer, nor is he some paranoid conspiracy 

theorist. True, his research-driven practice tends to single out the darker 

workings of political and economic power, yet he is not particularly 

cautionary. If anything, he revels in being didactic. Lately, he even seems 
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